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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why would you configure FCoE to use jumbo frames?
A. to provide a credit-based flow control mechanism
B. to provide prioritized processing that is based on bandwidth
allocation and low latency
C. to enable the network to create a no-drop CoS
D. to prevent a Fibre Channel frame from being split into two

Ethernet frames
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
After evaluating the various methods for extending a cluster,
you decide to use addNode.sh.
The cluster originally consisted of four nodes: RACNODE1,
RACNODE2, RACNODE3, and RACNODE4.
Now two nodes called RACNODES and RACNODE6 have been installed
and connected to the cluster by OS administrations.
Which three actions should be performed to check whether the
new nodes are ready for running addNode.sh and to help correct
any problems?
A. cluvfy stage -pre crsinst -n RACNODE5/ RACNODE6 -C + DATA -q
+VOTE -orainv
B. cluvfy comp peer -refnode RACNODE1 -n RACNODE5, RACNODE6
-orainv &lt;oinstall group&gt; -osdba
&lt;asmdba group&gt; -verbose
C. cluvfy stage -pre nodeadd -n RACNODE5, RACNODE6 -fixup
D. cluvfy stage -post hwos -n all -verbose
E. &lt;oinstall group&gt; -fixup -verbose
F. cluvfy stage -post hwos -n RACNODE5, RACNODE6 -verbose
G. cluvfy comp peer -refnode RACNODES -n RACNODE6 -orainv
&lt;oinstall group&gt; -osdba &lt;asmdba group&gt; -verbose
Answer: B,C,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
$ cluvfy stage -post nodeadd -n node3 [-verbose]
Use the cluvfy comp peer component verification command to
check the compatibility and properties of the specified nodes
against a reference node. You can check compatibility for
non-default user group names and for different releases of the
Oracle software. This command compares physical attributes,
such as memory and swap space, as well as user and group
values, kernel settings, and installed operating system
packages.
Syntax
cluvfy comp peer -n node_list [-refnode node] [-r {10gR1 |
10gR2 | 11gR1 | 11gR2}] [-orainv orainventory_group][-osdba
osdba_group] [-verbose] Usage Notes
Peer comparison with the -refnode option compares the system
properties of other nodes against the reference node. If the
value does not match (the value is not equal to reference node
value), then CVU flags that comparison as a deviation from the
reference node. If a group or user does not exist on reference
node as well as on the other node, CVU reports this comparison
as 'passed' because there is no deviation from the reference
node. Similarly, CVU reports as 'failed' a comparison with a
node that has more total memory than the reference node.
$ cluvfy stage -pre nodeadd -n node3 [-fixup [-fixupdir

fixup_dir]] [-verbose] You can specify the -fixup option and a
directory into which CVU prints instructions to fix the cluster
or node if the verification fails.
OracleÂ® Clusterware Administration and Deployment Guide

NEW QUESTION: 3
Universal Containers (UC) uses a custom Visualforce page to
display shipment tracking information (custom object, private
OWD) to field manager and agents. The IT team wants to make
sure that users have access to only the information that is
allowed.
Which Apex method must be used to make sure only allowed fields
are shown to the users'
A. isReadable()
B. isViewable()
C. isShowable()
D. isAccessible()
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
What are two feature of the Synergy Computer Module? (Select
two.)
A. provides support for four Micro-Form drives with built-in
RAID
B. uses one or two Appliance Bays for redundancy
C. supports SAS, SATA( HDD . and Flash Storage
D. provides module templates to monitor and flag capabilities
with remediation
E. Embeds the HPE OneView Management solution
Answer: A,C
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